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Introduction
Again we have an interesting variety of articles contributed by the members of the
congregation. As Suzanne is not available to produce this edition the task has fallen to me. I’m
most grateful for all the contributions which all arrived with very little promoting on my part.
We start a reflection from Craig. Rosalie gives us an update on Akbar’s situation. We then
have a book review written by Suzanne for Crosslight. This is followed by a thought provoking
abbreviated/edited version of a document on Euthanasia prepared by the UCAs bioethics
committee (Rosalie was a member and secretary). We learn things about Donald from an
interview courtesy Classic Melbourne. We then venture to Ethiopia with Rob’s musings on
their trip before returning home with a report from the Church Council. Finally we finish in a
light hearted manner with Rosemary’s alternative to the formal Annual Report!
Rod Mummery
Acting Editor
From the Minister
by Craig Thompson
Over the last month or so I’ve been greatly enjoying a book – The Great Code: the Bible and
Literature – which has sat on my shelves for I don’t know how many years until its Contents
page popped in a search of electronic notes on my computer (how did people find anything in
the days of file-card systems?). God moves in mysterious ways. A quick peak revealed that
here was something which might help with a couple of conversations to which I’ve been party.
A full read revealed a treasure trove of insights and revelations such as I’ve rarely
encountered.
Northrop Frye’s purpose in this book is, on one level, to unpack the literary character of the
Bible – the kind of literature it is, what makes it “tick”, how it “works”. Alongside this, he shows
how the Bible-kind of discourse differs from ours in ways which most of us would miss unless
a Frye or someone else pointed it out for us. Having demonstrated these characteristics, Frye
then offers something of a tour de force of the Scriptural narrative, but a tour now with
headlights fitted more powerful than what I, at least, have been using to see a way into the
text. All sorts of unexpected things are appearing in shadows I had not even noticed were
there. I’ve discovered in Frye an invitation into a more “organic” reading of the Scripture which,
for me at least, has been very refreshing. The fruit of this reading is appearing now in my
preaching; I hope it’s being found by others to be sweet!
The Great Code is not a book for the faint-hearted; it would probably help if you’ve read at
least some of the Western literary canon (I’ve read scarcely any of it!) but a knowledge of the

Bible and a thirst for deeper understanding of it would be firm enough ground on which to build
a way into Frye’s stimulating account.
Yet my point is not quite to encourage you to run out and buy a copy for yourself. I want, first,
simply to share my joy – not a word I “own” very often! – at being caught by surprise by Frye.
It’s a joy to discover something like this after 25 years of digging pretty deeply into things
theological and beginning to imagine that I might know what might be found where (so, why
keep digging?). It rekindles the hope that there’s yet more brilliant light still to shine forth from
other sources as well.
But, second, it strikes me also that Frye is now more than 25 years dead, long past knowing or
caring what has come of his work, and yet it continues to create ripples and make an impact in
ways he would not even have known if he were alive. I take encouragement from this lingering
effect of a life and ministry, and invite you to, as well. Our work for the good is – in this God’s
hands, and whatever we think we are doing at the time – work for goods we will not fully see
or know. As a congregation we cannot know what difference we will have made 50 or 100
years from now, and yet we trust that we are to continue in faithful response to our sense of
call to worship, love and serve, and so we do. It is not different with our individual responses.
But this makes me think another thing. Perhaps there is not much difference between how a
good we do works here and now and how it might work after we’ve gone. That is, we do not
really know the good we do, even as we do it – the effect of a kind word, or a donation, or a
phone call. These things take on a life of their own when they leave us, becoming often much
more than we could imagine. Not to do the good because can’t see what good it would do,
would be to insist that it’s only what we can see which matters. But God’s sees further than
we, and it’s on God’s sight lines that our good is carried forward. Let us, then, do whatever
good we can, and then watch to see – as long as we can see! – what unexpected things God
will make of it.
Akbar: our neighbour in need
by Rosalie Hudson
Akbar Faridi, in his early twenties (his birth date is unknown; as a stateless
Faili Kurd he has no identity papers) paid $12,5000 to come from Iran to
Australia by boat in 2009. Prior to fleeing his home country, he had been
imprisoned in solitary confinement for 40 days. On Christmas Island, he
endured more inhumane treatment so he scaled the fence to see what was
on the other side. When caught he was harshly punished. In his 37 days on
the island he sewed his lips together, made 100 knife cuts to his body, and
endured other unspeakable trauma, both self-inflicted and from the security
guards.
Transferred to MIDC (Maribyrnong Immigration Detention Centre) he found himself imprisoned
once again; not once leaving the centre in two years. He despaired of seeing anything of
Australia beyond the barbed wire. When transferred to MITA (Melbourne Immigration Transit
Accommodation) in Broadmeadows he found the conditions slightly more tolerable. However,
he reported being given six tablets each night. At first, I refused, then I couldn’t be bothered
saying no. In his 44 months in detention he was assigned eleven different case managers. I
only trusted one, then he left. His increasing despair resulted in him cutting his throat in early
2013; with no follow-up treatment after hospital discharge.
Judy Dixon, a dedicated, experienced and highly qualified pro bono migration agent, joined me
in making several appeals to the minister for immigration for Akbar’s release, together with a
thorough assessment and letter of appeal by a prominent professor of psychiatry.
On election eve, September 2013, Akbar was finally released from detention with a temporary
(six month) bridging visa signed by the minister for immigration.
As for many refugees, freedom does not necessarily mean immediate relief, particularly when
given thirty minutes notice and $50 to find their way to the external world. After a period of

insecurity Akbar finally settled at Sanctuary in Preston, a boarding house run by Baptcare for
40 single male asylum seekers of various nationalities. Meals are not provided; however, there
is a communal kitchen where (when in a positive mood) he is able to cook for himself. He has
few friends and remains for the most part, isolated in his room. I sleep all day, he says, readily
admitting to being addicted to sleeping pills.
All attempts to obtain a permanent visa have failed. He says, with despair: I cannot stay in
Australia and I cannot return to Iran. But he says, I want to contribute to Australian society by
working and paying tax. His perception of hopelessness is exacerbated by his longstanding
depression; perpetuating a cycle which he seems unable to break. After four years in
Sanctuary he says, I still feel like I’m in prison, as I’m not free. I have no future.
I have been visiting Akbar fortnightly for five years, as well as writing numerous letters of
appeal, the latter also supported by John Langmore. I attended a meeting recently at the
Immigration Centre, about supporting asylum seekers, and I was very pleased to hear about
which shows that, while individuals cannot do much about the 30,000 refugees in Australia, we
can move mountains by maintaining regular contact with one. Akbar is also supported in many
practical ways by John Hood, and a recently acquired friend an Iranian university professor
(who has been in Australia for 30 years) who visits regularly. Akbar’s weekly highlight is his
few hours gardening work in North Melbourne. He also enjoys watching movies on the laptop
computer so generously donated by members of Mark the Evangelist.
Special thanks to those members of our congregation who have continued (for four years) to
make regular cash donations. Your heartfelt, practical generosity is never taken for granted by
Akbar. Tell your church people Akbar says thank you.
For others who wish to join this support network, cash donations may be given to me or to Rod
Mummery in my absence, on any Sunday.
Strongly recommended reading: They cannot take the sky: Stories from detention
(2017) edited by Michael Green and Andre Dao.
The embarrassed colonialist
Review by Suzanne Yanko
Historic truth
Book | The embarrassed colonialist | Sean Dorney
Sean Dorney is an Australian journalist who has probably been
the most trusted voice on Papua New Guinea affairs since he
arrived in Moresby as a rookie ABC reporter in the early 70s.
His thesis in this slim volume is simply that Australia needs to
be more aware and involved in what is happening in PNG, our
former Trust Territory. History, relationships of all kinds and
financial ties all make this essential.
But, Dorney asserts, this isn’t happening. Instead, Australia is
the embarrassed colonist of the title. This reluctance to be
involved with PNG, or even to take a detached look at our past
relationship with that country, does neither country any good
and needs to be reassessed as well as understood, the writer
argues.
That Australia has always found PNG difficult to understand and
manage is hardly surprising.
Read the rest of the review in the attached appendix.

Euthanasia in biblical and theological perspective
by Rosalie Hudson
This is an abbreviated/edited version of a document prepared by the UCAs bioethics
committee in 2011. The 110-page text Abortion and Euthanasia, was to be submitted for
publication when the Synod disbanded the committee (Chair: Rev Ross Carter and Secretary
Dr Rosalie Hudson).
Made in the Image of God. From the doctrine of creation, we learn that God is both the origin
and destiny of created human life: our beginning and our end. Made in the image of God, our
worth and dignity as unique persons is a gift of grace. Hence all human life is precious in Gods
sight; whether unborn child or older adult, whether healthy or malformed, underscored by the
gracious commandment, Thou shalt not kill (Deut 5:17). From the doctrine of the trinity we
learn that we are made for fellowship with God and with each other; we live only in
relationship. From St Paul, we learn that in the body of Christ (1 Cor.12) all members are
equally important to the whole and that the weakest members are to be respected and loved.
Questions of biological life and death have been decided through the death and resurrection of
Jesus Christ. The strong consensus throughout church history is that Christians never aim at
death, as an end or a means to an end, either for themselves or others.
Autonomy and dignity. Many proponents of euthanasia are concerned about autonomy and
dignity, believing we should have choice and control over the time and manner of our dying.
Some would argue that legalizing euthanasia may lead to vulnerable, disabled and/or elderly
people being placed under pressure to seek death rather than be a burden on their loved
ones.
A mother of a large family repeatedly asserted: I wish I could go to sleep and not wake up.
She had no pain and said she was comfortable. Hospital staff believed she was requesting
euthanasia. Finally, it was discovered that she was concerned that her family had gathered,
some from interstate, to be with her, believing she was close to death. Unexpectedly, her
condition had stabilised; but she felt she was interrupting the family’s busy lives and did not
want to impose further burden on them. After open discussion, arrangements were made for
interstate family members to return home and for her to be transferred to the local nursing
home where she continued to live for some months.
This story shows how important it is to uncover what is underlying any request (or perceived
request) for euthanasia and to acknowledge that none of us is totally autonomous; we need
each other. Our dignity is also, in the words of the hymn writer Be Thou my dignity located
outside of ourselves.
Palliative care. Palliative care recognises that even when we cannot cure we can care. To
palliate, derived from the Latin, means to cover with a cloak. This cloak of care is not confined
to the last stage of illness. Some people recoil from the term palliative in the mistaken belief
that it suggests giving up or no more treatment. The benefits of palliative care earlier in the
illness include improved pain control, effective symptom control, reduced anxiety, fewer
hospital admissions, less care-giver distress and reduced costs. The result is better living, not
just easier dying. Palliative care is for those needing assistance due to any chronic, incurable
illness.
Suffering. The capacity to suffer, to bear grief and misfortune, is, along with our capacity for
pleasure, joy and happiness, what makes us human. Humanity cries out for the removal of
suffering, especially in view of our helplessness in hopeless situations. However, we may not
stand idly by and watch a person suffer. We must seek the best available means of response
medical, therapeutic and pastoral to relieve unnecessary pain; together with patience and
courage in the face of the suffering we cannot totally alleviate. Biblical faith demonstrates that
suffering never removes us from the loving care and mercy of God. Thus, quality of life and
sanctity of life are not opposed; in Christian terms, they are complementary.
Care for others. The challenge for Christians is how to care for people who find themselves
increasingly dependent on others; particularly those approaching death. We demonstrate the
compassion of Christ by faithful service to those in need. In the face of death Christian hope is

in Jesus Christ who said: I am the resurrection and the life; those who believe in me, though
they die, yet shall they live; and whoever lives and believes in me shall never die (John 11: 25,
26).
Donald Nicolson plays Bach
interview courtesy www.classicmelbourne.com.au/
In a first for Classic Melbourne we
introduce the artist before his
performance, and will follow up with a
review later in the week. Donald
Nicolson will present The WellTempered Clavier, Book 2, Part 1 on
Tuesday 22 August 2017 6.00pm at the
Salon, Melbourne Recital Centre.
Born in Wellington, New Zealand, and
now a Melbourne-based harpsichordist,
organist and pianist, Donald Nicolson is
a prominent figure in performance and
research of the music of seventeenthand eighteenth-century Europe,
continuing to work on both sides of the
Tasman as keyboardist for the ACO,
MSO, SSO, and New Zealand
Symphony Orchestra. He has directed
numerous performances from the
harpsichord including the Melbourne
Symphony and Australian Chamber Orchestras, and teaches baroque practice at the
University of Melbourne.
The congregation of the North Melbourne Uniting Church know him as a fine organist with a
penchant for adding ornaments to the simplest of Wesleyan tunes!
What gave Donald the idea of being a professional harpsichordist?
Read the full interview in the attached appendix.
There and Here Musings After a Brief Visit to Ethiopia
by Rob Gallacher
After two weeks in the country, I cannot presume to speak with authority about Ethiopia, but I
can tell you my thoughts about some of the bits I saw.
Two things that immediately struck me
were the poverty of the people and the
strength of the Church. Are they related?
Conversely, in Australia I see the affluence
of the people and marginalisation of the
Church. Fifty two percent of the 100 million
Ethiopians are Christian. Do they all go to
church? I asked. At least half would be
regular attenders, I was told. Observation
supported this. All the 30 or so churches
we visited had active congregations.
Sometimes I saw lines of people reading
Bibles outside Churches, even on week
days. Groups of pilgrims were

encountered at sacred sites. Perhaps home life is so deprived it is good to get out. But then I
looked at slum areas and I saw satellite dishes on humpy roofs. It was 9.00 AM one Sunday
morning when I asked our young local guide, Have you been to Church today? Yes he said.
When did you go? At 5.00 AM. How long was the service? Three hours. I was impressed, and
a little guilty as a Not for me thought flashed through my head.
Perhaps it was my defence mechanism that caused me to focus on some down sides to this
well-established Church. (Ethiopia became Christian about 350 AD.) I visited several projects
teaching skills to women, to elevate their status in village life. But it was said that the Church
was not supporting the advancement of women in either society or Church. The conservatism
of the Church was shown in another way. It is claimed that the Queen of Sheba had a son
whose father was Solomon. The emperors since then have been of the line of Solomon, and
they have the Ark of the Covenant from the temple in Jerusalem to support it. A replica of the
Ark is located at the centre of every church, and is taken out to lead huge processions at
major festivals. However the line of Solomon was lost when Heile Salasse was exiled and the
foundational myth which the Church still maintains is now out of date. On the other hand, this
Church, seemingly moribund, has maintained its vigour through two secular, atheistic, Marxist
regimes. How do we get on with foundational myths? Our Church claims to be apostolic, but
many inconvenient Biblical passages are sacrificed in the name of relevance. Multi-culturalism
and scientific method have chipped away at Christianity as a basis for public life. Our
politicians don’t seem to own much in the way of foundational myth. When the Prime Minister
tries to unify his party by an appeal to the Liberalism of Menzies, the party’s founder, it doesn’t
work. Why is it that the Churches that sustain the worst kind of conservatism seem to be the
ones that flourish? Why does the press only quote the Australian Christian Lobby on the rare
occasions a Christian viewpoint is sought? Why does the Church always seem to be on the
back foot, unable to present a positive message about the sacredness of marriage, or the view
that life is holy and should not be destroyed deliberately, either in war or by euthanasia?
My primary purpose in going to Ethiopia
was to view the art work. In this I was richly
rewarded. I didn’t need to be convinced that
sacred art can make a significant
contribution to worship. It is a visible
presentation of the Gospel. In our own
Church, on 13th August, we sang:
As the tender flowers, open out their petals,
to the sun their hearts unfolding, so may I,
calm in joy, hold your rays from heaven,
power within me working.
As we sang, my eye went to the brilliant
yellow lilies on display that day, and the
verbal analogy was enhanced by the visual presentation. So in the Church of Debre Berhan
Selassie 144 angels on the roof give immediacy to the words:
And so we praise you with the faithful of every time and place, joining with choirs of angels. in
the eternal hymn, Holy, Holy, Holy Lord
The faithful of every time and place are generously depicted in the black saints that grace the
walls of almost every Ethiopian Church. In the modern cathedral at Axum (where the Ark is
kept) the cultural appearance of the icons is maintained in a manner that is distinctly
contemporary. In relation to this I put the resolution of our last Congregational Meeting, that
the icon writers of the congregation help members appreciate the meaning of icons. Most
Sundays we name particular saints from the list in Uniting in Worship, and put words about
them in the Order of Service. An icon of the saint for the day could deepen the appreciation of
the spirit in that person and lead to a prayerful communion in which something of the saint
becomes embodied in the worshipper. Similarly we observe major festivals like Christmas,
Easter and Pentecost. Festival icons are so carefully constructed that they can bring the
celebration to life visually.

A visit to the museum in Addis Ababa gave me pause. I was looking at Lucy, or at least at
what is left of her after 3.2 million years. She is not exactly Homo Sapiens, but the bones are
without doubt human. As I age, my sense of time is changing. Young people look at me when I
say I can remember World War 2. Australia’s 250 years of European settlement is just a flash.
As I fill in the ups and downs of the 2,000 years since Jesus walked the earth, the bridge to
the New Testament grows easier to cross. A thousand ages in thy sight are but an evening
gone is one thing, but 3.2 million years is something else. How much history there is before
the two or three thousand years we know about! How refined is the oral tradition that
developed in myth and legend to deal with eternal truth! Does resurrection of the body apply to
Lucy? And if not when does it start? Does the constant focus
on creationism versus evolution distract us from more
significant theological enquiry?
Finally, there was the Sunday afternoon I took Norma to the
Hallelujah Hospital. She had picked up a nasty bug. We were
greeted by a young female doctor who spoke perfect English.
After an initial consultation she sent Norma for path tests, and
the results were back in half an hour. In a second consultation
she prescribed medication, and our tour guide then scoured
Addis Ababa for a pharmacy that was open on a Sunday
afternoon. The medication worked a treat. The whole
experience cost about $25 Au, and the tour guide paid for it.
This is to pay testimony to some of the many wonderful people
we met. In the midst of political unrest, poverty, famine and the
unreliability of basic services in the third world, there are many
dedicated, able, self-sacrificing people. Just as there are here.
News from the Church Council
by Tim O’Connor, Chair of Church Council
▪

The study series led by Craig of Praying the Psalms by Walter Brueggemann was
greatly valued by participants. Studies of William Cavanaugh’s Migrations of the Holy:
God, the State and the Political Meaning of the Church are underway with groups
meeting in North Melbourne and Hawthorn.

▪

Lively Dinners for Eight were held this winter in the welcoming homes of the
Blackwoods, Langmores, Gallachers, Sutherlands and Wilkinsons. The dinners might
need to be renamed in future, as they were oversubscribed by four guests on one
occasion!

▪

The Congregational meeting on 6 August discussed and resolved our Focuses for
Mission and Ministry of the Congregation in 2017 2018. Presenting a draft document
from the Church Council, Craig outlined the focuses and invited comments and further
suggestions. The meeting approved the document with amendments, and the Council
will now see that it is put into action.

▪

At the same meeting Alan Wilkinson gave a report on the Mark the Evangelist Futures
Project. In June the Synods Property Board approved the Business Case for preferred
Property Option 5a+. The project now moves to Stage 3i of the long, ongoing process, in
which all details are checked and concepts developed into detailed plans.

▪

Church Council has resolved that the Congregations MTEFP Working Group be
combined with the Finance and Property Committee to handle the business of the
project and make recommendations to Council. A new Project Control Group will be reconvened soon with representatives from Mark the Evangelist, Presbytery and Synod.
Our representatives will be Alan Wilkinson (Chair), Craig Thompson, Rod Mummery and
Lauren Mosso, who has also been appointed to the Finance and Property Committee.
David Sutherland has resigned from the Committee, and we thank him warmly for his
service over several years.

▪

Ann Wilkinson has agreed to lead an informal catering committee to co-ordinate catering
for events such as Mark the Evangelist Day.

▪

Vicki Radcliffe has been appointed a Board member of UnitingCare Hotham Mission.
Hotham Mission is undertaking research into food insecurity in the North Melbourne and
Kensington area. Among other things, its findings may lead to extending our Missions
food support, currently provided to needy children in three local schools.

Comments, queries and suggestions are invited by the Church Council: Gaye Champion
(Chair, UnitingCare Hotham Mission), Michael Champion (Elder), Belinda Hopper (Elder and
Secretary), Gus MacAulay (Elder), Rod Mummery (Elder and Treasurer), Tim O’Connor (Elder
and Chair), Maureen Postma (Elder), Craig Thompson (Minister) and Alan Wilkinson (MTEFP
Coordinator).
An Alternate Annual Report
by Rosemary Wearing
Dear Synod, we trust that our Annual Report
Met all your requirements and did not fall short
Of your expectations of procedural care,
Of excellence, Mission and financial flare
To those who work tirelessly running the show
And helping the rest of us in faith to grow.
We offer deep thanks, with continuous aweat the workloads they carry, which we can’t ignore!
But Annual Reports must convey only some
Of the numerous roles carried out with aplomb,
By folk who perform them with scrupulous care,
With insight and thought and much artistic flare.
Their work may seem small in the great scheme of things
But no its uplifting with spiritual wings.
Where could we begin I am not really sure
Perhaps with the welcome we find at the door?
But wait, is that Rod moving quietly in there
Preparing the seating and taking great care
To ensure if it’s cold that the heaters are on?
There is nothing his keen gaze will not light upon.
In fact Rods a Rock on whom all does depend,
In all things, Rods knowledge and wisdom descend
so expertly, quietly, no fuss or fear,
our worship begins, everything’s got into gear!
The Blackwoods are there too, an early presence
Always watchful with plenty of grace to dispense.
To welcome the folk is a task shared by all,
Even those on whom long distance train trips befall,
For Tertia who travels some hours on the train,
and Maggie must find catching tram/train a strain.
From Hawthorn, Lower Plenty and Greenvale some drive;
South Yarra, North Balwyn and Northcote they strive
To be there on time and hand out at the door,
The pew sheet, the hymn book , a shake of the paw.
(It sometimes does happen our organist brave
rides his pushbike from Fairfield(!), its oft a close shave
to work with the Cantor but always its fine,
the voices and organ make music divine!)
Its both a surprise and of course a delight
When Archie’s there early, his kind face alight

He always is dressed in the smartest attire
His choice of his tie is a thing to admire.
Amongst early folk are those rostered to serve
The famous real coffee, different tasks they observe
Such as heating the urn, laying tables, oh dear
Whose turn to bring milk? There’s a shop open near!
The washing up after and clearing away,
Are all done so well clean cups back on the tray.
Some Sundays were blessed with a decade-won cake,
We have in our midst those who generously bake
The yummiest recipes, (welcomed with glee !).
We sing birthday greetings and then eat eagerly.
For years it’s been Bev who has managed events,
Such as birthdays and luncheons and brought such good sense,
Her calm is impressive and always she’ll add
Her own special cake for which everyone’s glad!
Before every service, the flower-bringer strives
To carry the huge vase, – flower arrangement survives
The journey! Its artistry uplifts us all,
Adding colour and depth to our humble church hall.
More beauty is found in the icons displayed
Which Peter and Rob have so lovingly made.
And nearby a candle well spied from each pew
Each year it is lovingly crafted anew
By the children with Mary as mentor and guide,
For over four weeks, in this task they took pride
To carefully paint and prepare a design
It is different each year with a pattern divine.
(This year Peter gave them a picture which showed
A church in Ravenna – its colours they glowed
With stars on a deep blue behind a gold cross
Which the children with paint did the candle emboss)
The numbers of children have grown apace
Their deepening bonds bring their own special grace.
‘mongst the children there are gaps in their ages, although,
the older ones kindness and love clearly show.
When Craig calls them down to the front of the hall
His graphic accounts of Old Testament fall
On both old and young, it all seems so real!
the things that he says can result in a squeal
Of shock? Of delight? it’s a sign that the tale
Has found eager ears and it grips without fail.
Our thanks go to those who with children depart,
Along to the Cottage wherein they impart
the message and tasks they’ve prepared the past week,
(its hard to find words that to all ages speak).
Special thanks go to Mary who lately retired,
Her care and involvement to all have inspired.
to Annette and the Langmores at the rear of the hall
Who quietly manage the children who all
Are naturally lively and eager to play
On the mats at the back while the elderly pray!
From start to the end we are blessed with the sounds
From Donald our organist, his skills know no bounds,
Amazing it is that an organ so small
Can expand our horizons, and our souls enthral.

(He stands and he sits, improvises at will,
in either position glorious music does spill)
And sometimes Tim stands there his violin sings
Together their music it soars on new wings.
When Donald’s not here Ken and Megan will play
And Arman’s great talent has blown us away!
To the left sit the family of Champions who
Lead us in the service with voices so true,
And Catherine and Peter both Cantors as well,
Two families out of which pure voices swell.
In our congregation Theologians abound
They not only fill in when Craig’s not around,
They mingle and chat over coffee and tea.
Their erudite sermons a stimulus we
As lay folk can reflect on during the week,
Knowing they will respond if ever we speak
On questions their sermons have raised in our mind,
They’re not only learned, they’re generously kind!
An onerous task of the roster has been
On Sue Blackwood’s shoulders(her shoulders must lean
With the complex assignment of duties and skill
with not many of us these tasks to fulfil!)
This report began at the door of the Hall
With Rod always there and always on call,
Our small congregation, we are ageing but strong
In faith, in our worship, in service, in song.
Outgoing Secretary, 2017
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